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Year 7: Autumn Term 1 
 

English Someone New/Somewhere new Harry’s Mad. 

Reading Writing S&L: Core Texts: Harry’s Mad (DK Smith) or Danny 

the Champion of the World (R Dahl) Comprehension skills, 

character and plot analysis S&L Myself. 

Complete Harry’s Mad. 

Comprehension skills and Literacy skills. 

Reading Writing S&L: Sentence construction. Literacy skills. 

Developing organisation for creative writing. 

Maths Number Skills and Money: Place value, Money, Calculations, 

Fractions, Decimals & Percentages. 

Geometry of Shapes: 2-D shapes, units of measurement 

Angles. Symmetry Tessellations, 3-D models.  

Science Being a Scientist; Health and safety; planning and practical work 

Cells: Observing plant and animal cells; specialist cells; 

movement of substances; unicellular organisms. 

Space: The night sky; solar system; the Earth; the Moon. 

Body Systems: Organ Systems; Gas Exchange; Breathing; 

Skeleton; Joints; Muscles. 

Particles: Particle Model; States of Matter; Melting and 

Freezing; Diffusion; Gas Pressure. 

Art Elements of Art: An introduction to the Art course to teach the 

Formal elements of line, shape, form, tone, texture, pattern and 

colour. Producing a self -portrait using a range of materials and 

techniques and supporting studies carried out in Sketchbooks. 

Elements of Art: Continuing with the theme of Portraiture and 

identity to develop ideas inspired by the work of famous artists. 

Studying Van Gogh`s painting style, the ideas of Frida Kahlo on 

identity and the ageing of the Face with Rembrandt. 

ICT 1.File Management  

Where this fits into the “Big Picture” 

Students are new to the school.  They need to be introduced to 

the network and to understand how to log on and access their 

personal areas.  They need to understand how to create an 

effective folder structure in order to save their work sensibly.  

They also need to understand how to use the email system. 

Know: How to log onto the system 

Understand: Why there are certain rules to follow in the 

computer room 

Be able to:  Create folders and send e-mails with attachments. 

 

2.E-safety & introduction to Digital literacy and computing: 

Pupils learn about safe use of technology in the classroom. (log 

in’s passwords. How to access the network and saving protocols 

Pupils learn how to understand the issues related to computer 

viruses, secure passwords and digital footprints. It aims to 

increase student’s awareness of the issues surrounding computer 

viruses, poor password security and their ever-increasing digital 

footprint. 

Spreadsheets & Modelling: 

Entering, editing and formatting data on spreadsheets as well 

as graphing data at the end of this course students should be 

able to set up basic spreadsheets and create graphs from 

data. 

PE Team Building Games & Introduction to personal fitness:  Gymnastics, Activities & Modified Team Games:  

Understanding backward and forward movement of the body.  



 

Understanding the early concepts of working together. Early 

fundamentals of how some parts of the body work during 

exercise.  

How games are played and the importance of each individual 

skill and its development.  

PSHE/RSH Theme: Getting on together – all about me.  Theme: Getting on together – family, friends, community.  

RE Comparative religion: Key Areas of Study: Development of 

religion, geography of faiths around the world, connections & 

similarities between faiths. Symbolism in religion, and why religion 

important? 

 

Judaism. 

Key Areas of Study: Judaism in the world today, different 

groups of Jewish people, key beliefs, key principles of living, 

the holy books of Judaism, the synagogue, leadership. study as 

a religious practice in Judaism. 

 

 

 

 

Year 8: Autumn Term 1 

 

English Stories from other cultures. Haroun and the Sea of Stories 

By Salman Rushdie. 

Reading Writing S&L: Core text: Poetry- past and present. 

(Pre 20th and Post Century). Identifying specific features – 

rhyming couplets, simile, metaphor. 

Poetry, past and present– A varied selection from the Oxford 

Poetry Book series (Books 1-4). 

Reading Writing S&L 

End of year exams: Writing to inform and describe. 

Comprehension 

skills. End of year exams. 

Maths Statistics: 

Simplified Data cycle. 

NUMBER & MEASURE: Units of measure, Area and perimeter of 

shapes, constructing 3D shapes. Multiplication, Fractions 

decimals and percentages. 

Science Sound: Waves; Energy Transfer; Loudness and Pitch; Detecting 

Sound; Echoes and Ultrasound. 

Revision - End of Year Assessment. 

Light: Light; Reflection; Refraction;  

The Camera; The Eye; Colour. 

Chemical Reactions: Reactions; Word Equations; Burning Fuels; 

Thermal Decomposition; Conservation of Mass; Exothermic and 

Endothermic. 

Art Recreating a Landscape: Comparison of different styles and 

techniques in Landscape painting. 

Working in the local environment for observational studies. 

Recreating a Landscape: 

Being inspired by the work of Van Gogh, Cezanne and 

Japanese printmaking in landscape art. A sense of place and 

our relationship with nature. 

ICT E-Safety: Topics to be covered include 

• The Internet 

• Your computer 

• Other forms of ICT like mobile phones.  

• Researching into potential E-Safety dangers and how to 

avoid them 

Scratch: This introduces students to programming with code 

using blocks of scratch. By end of the unit All students will have 

created a simple design plan for their game (including, the 

background sprites, aims of the game, some coding following 

their plan. Create a clear design plan with some examples of 

code blocks that they intend to use. Include efficient code 



 

• Planning out a presentation which will instruct young people 

on how to stay safe when using the Internet, Computers and 

Mobile Phones 

Exploring ICT devices (like the ones listed above) and how you 

expose yourself to danger.  

• Recognise these dangers 

• Know how to avoid these dangers 

Know what to do if you become exposed to these 

dangers. 

 

2.Flowcharts & Pseudocodes: Flowcharts focus on everyday 

situations, so they learn the concepts using ides with which they 

are familiar. They will be introduced to the different shapes and 

what process they represent. By the end of the unit students 

should be able to create a flowchart showing simple use of 

symbols or comprehensive flowchart. To be able to use the 

input/output and delay symbols in a flowchart. To be able to 

convert an algorithm into a flowchart. 

Pseudocodes Design, use and evaluate computational 

abstractions that model the state and behaviour of real-

world problems and physical systems. To know what a 

pseudocode is, why it’s used & write it to solve a problem. 

To increase confidence, using if, then, else & while. Some 

with support others independently. 

such as forever loops. Then conditions etc. They will use a 

limited number of techniques in their code (collision detection, 

wait commands etc). Some students will create a detailed 

design plan which shows a clear understand of their game 

concept. Sketches are annotated well with examples of 

collision detection, random numbers, good use of wait 

commands. codes. 

PE Athletic Activities & Striking Games: The importance of 

developing consistency in hand and eye co- ordination. How 

adaptable the body can be in different situations. The 

concepts of running, jumping and throwing. 

Net Games & Personal Fitness: Revisit hand and eye skills 

from a previous term. Revisit some aspects of personal fitness 

work from a previous term. 

PSHE/RSH Body Changes and Growing Up. Drugs – Legal and Illegal 

RE Islam: Key Areas of Study Islam in the UK today, Key beliefs – 

Tawhid, Risalah & Akhirah, Life of Muhammad, the development 

of Islam into a worldwide religion. 

Islam: Key Areas of Study different groups of Muslims – Sunni, 

Shi’a & Sufi, The holy book of Islam, mosques around the world 

and leadership in Islam. 

 

Year 9: Autumn Term 1 

 

English Stories from other cultures: Holes by Louis Sachar. 

Reading Writing S&L: Comprehension skills. Introduce inference 

and deductive skills. Writing to advise. 

Poetry: Expressing opinions Taken from Oxford English 

Programme 

Books 1&2 and other sources.  

Reading Writing S&L End of year exams: Listening skills. Group 

working. Written and verbal responses to texts. Comprehension 



 

questions 

based on texts. Empathising with fictional characters. 

Identifying 

good and evil characters – written work reviewing/analysing. 

Written and verbal responses to texts. Comprehension 

questions 

based on texts. Empathising with fictional characters. 

Identifying 

good and evil characters – written work reviewing/analysing. 

Maths Statistics: The Data cycle UNITS OF MEASURE & NUMBER: Units of measurement length, area, 

volume, capacity, mass, time and angle. Calculations: Consolidate 

and extend working with decimals. estimations. 

Science Adaptation & Inheritance: Competition & Adaptation; Adapting 

to Change; Variation; Continuous & Discontinuous; Inheritance; 

Natural Selection; Extinction. The Earth: Earth & Earth’s 

Atmosphere; Sedimentary Rocks; Igneous Rocks; Metamorphic 

Rocks; The Rock Cycle; The Carbon Cycle; Recycling. 

Energy: Foods & Fuels; Energy Adds Up; Temperature; Particles; 

Conduction; Convection; Radiation; Energy Resources; Energy 

& Power; Work Energy & Machines. 

Revision-End of Year Test. Relationships; Puberty; Optimal 

Nutrition; Eating Disorders; Drugs; Smoking. 

 

Art Shared view: Ideas of Aboriginal Australian art and culture. 

Identity shared beliefs of ecology, spiritualism, mystery and 

sacred art that are site specific. 

Shared view: Continuing ideas influenced by Aboriginal artists 

and culture. Including rock painting, musical instruments and 

straw sculptures. 

ICT E-Safety 

(Spiralized learning from year 7 & 8) 

Password protection, computer viruses, online grooming and 

cyberbullying. The selfie generation & sexting. 
 

Hardware and Software: Understand the hardware and software 

components that make up computer systems and how they 

communicate with one another and other systems. Understand 

how instructions are stored and executed within a computer. 

Binary numbers: Understand how numbers can be represented 

in binary and be able to carry out simple operations on binary 

numbers (binary addition and conversation between binary 

and decimal) This unit introduces binary numbers. Students will 

learn How the binary number system works and become 

confident at converting between denary and binary and then 

from binary back to denary. Students will also learn to 

accurately perform binary addition. 

PE Athletic Activities & Striking Games: The importance of 

developing consistency in hand and eye co- ordination. 

How adaptable the body can be in different situations. The 

concepts of running, jumping and throwing. 

Net Games & Personal Fitness: Revisit hand and eye skills from a 

previous term. Revisit some aspects of personal fitness work 

from a previous term. 

PSHE/RSH Healthy Living Pathway Unit Healthy Living Pathway Unit 

RE Hinduism: Key Areas of Study Hindu beliefs about God, key 

beliefs – karma & rebirth, Hindu scriptures, features of a Hindu 

temple, a Hindu home for worship. 

 

Pathways Religious festivals and celebrations – religion 1: Know 

the background to religious festivals. Identify two religious 

Hinduism: Key Areas of Study. The four stages of life in Hinduism, 

symbolism in Hinduism, different groups of Hindus, significant 

places for Hindus, Hindu moral code and celebrations in 

Hinduism. 

Pathways Religious festivals and celebrations – religion 2: Know 

the background to religious festivals. Identify two religious 



 
festivals. Outline the story behind the religious festivals. Know how 

religious festivals are celebrated. Outline religious aspects of the 

celebration of the religious festivals. Outline social aspects of the 

celebration of the religious festivals. Know the importance of 

religious festivals. Give reasons why the religious festivals are 

important to believers. Give reasons why the religious festivals 

are important to the wider community. 

festivals. Outline the story behind the religious festivals. Know 

how religious festivals are celebrated. Outline religious aspects 

of the celebration of the religious festivals. Outline social 

aspects of the celebration of the religious festivals. Know the 

importance of religious festivals. Give reasons why the religious 

festivals are important to believers. Give reasons why the 

religious festivals are important to the wider community. 

 

Year 10: Autumn Term 1 

 

English Romeo and Juliet.  Shakespeare play.  Pre 1914. 

Background to Shakespeare.  Historical context.  The plot. 

The themes. 

Writer’s effects. 

Prose form – metre and rhyme. 

Sonnet form. 

Speaking and Listening: role play, hot seating, turn taking in 

dialogue, reading aloud to experience the poetic structure -

iambic pentameter. 

Debate – making a point and backing it up with evidence from 

the play text. 

 

Romeo and Juliet: Shakespeare play.  Pre 1914. 

 

Characterisation Inference and deduction.  

Word, sentence and text level analysis. 

 

Speaking and Listening assessment (internal records) : 

Who was to blame for the deaths of Romeo and Juliet? 

Courtroom construct. 

 

Reading assessment: Analyse the “Fight scene” Act 3 

scene 5.  

Writing assessment: Who was to blame for the deaths of 

Romeo and Juliet? 

Maths Number: Foundation – Directed number Basic number skills 

addition subtraction multiplication and division of integers and 

decimals.  Higher – Directed number Basic number skills addition 

subtraction multiplication and division of integers and decimals. 

Multiples factors and primes. 

Statistics: Surveys, experiments, representing data Compare 

Distribution, Compare averages. 

UNITS OF MEASURE AND NUMBER: Area of shapes, 

Volume of shapes, Pythagoras. 

Science Pre-GCSE Content Biology: B6 Preventing and treating disease: 

Vaccination; Antibiotics and pain killers; Discovering drugs; 

Developing drugs. B7 Non- communicable disease: Cancer; 

smoking and the risk of disease; Diet, exercise and disease; 

Alcohol and other carcinogens. 

Physics: P3 Energy resources: energy demands; energy from wind 

and water; power from sun and the Earth; energy and the 

environment; Big energy ideas. Revision – Looking at Paper 1 and 

2. 

Pre-GCSE Content Chemistry: C4 Chemical calculations: 

Relative mass and moles; equations and calculations; 

balanced equations; expressing concentrations. 

Physics: P4 Electrical Currents: Current and charge; Potential 

difference and resistance; Series and parallel circuits. Revision - 

End of Year Test. Examination techniques and methods of 

revision using past papers and mark schemes. 

PE Athletic Activities & Striking Games: In athletic activities Net Games & Personal Fitness: Revisit hand and eye skills from 



 

understanding the role of personal best. How to record 

information relating to a task. 

a previous term. Revisit some aspects of personal fitness work 

from a previous term. 

PSHE/RSH Contraception Pathway Unit – types of contraception, how 

they work, conception 

Contraception Pathway Unit – Support and guidance, 

consent, STIs. 

RE Ethics: Key Areas of Study What is ethics, is there any law that 

should be broken and, the sanctity of life, environmental ethics, 

animal rights, drugs and religion. (to include Christian ideas 

relating to these issues). 

 

Pathways Contentious Issues in the modern world – death 

penalty.  Know what makes an issue contentious: Give responses 

of their own to more than one contentious issue.  Give examples 

of contentious issues in the modern world. Outline the 

background to some contentious issues in the modern world. 

Know religious arguments relating to contentious issues: Outline 

religious arguments concerning contentious issues. Outline 

religious teaching concerning contentious issues. Know different 

non-religious arguments on these contentious issues and give 

their own response: Outline non-religious arguments concerning 

contentious issues. Give responses of their own to more than one 

contentious issue. 

Ethics: Key Areas of Study Medical ethics, is everyone equal, 

attitudes to poverty, attitudes to victims of natural disasters, 

has religion passed its sell by date, is port like a religion. 

 

Pathways Contentious Issues in the modern world – genetic 

engineering. Outline the background to some contentious 

issues in the modern world. Know religious arguments relating 

to contentious issues: Outline religious arguments concerning 

contentious issues. Outline religious teaching concerning 

contentious issues. Know different non-religious arguments on 

these contentious issues and give their own response: Outline 

non-religious arguments concerning contentious issues. Give 

responses of their own to more than one contentious issue. 

Level one – 
Hospitality and 
catering 

Unit 1 LO4: Know how food can cause ill health. 

Pupils will be made aware of and be able to analyse, identify 

explain or describe: • food-related causes of ill health • 

common types of food poisoning • symptoms of food induced ill 

health • food safety hazards in different situations • risks to food 

safety • control measures • food safety regulations 

Unit 2 LO3: Be able to cook dishes. Developing and improving 

skills learnt at KS3. 

Pupils will demonstrate basic skills would be taught this first 

term: • knife skills e.g. soups, salads, vegetable cuts • methods 

of cake making • yeast doughs • pastry making • sauces 

DT Health and Safety-Making a portfolio: 

Select and use tools, equipment and processes to shape and 

form materials safely and accurately and finish them 

appropriately. 

To manage their environment to ensure the health and safety of 

themselves and others. 

Acoustic guitars: 

Use of a wide range of materials and making choices as to the 

appropriateness to the task. 

Working accurately with precision, taking into account how 

products will be used. 

Motor Vehicle Health & Safety. Tools, Materials, Equipment & their uses: 

Discussions and test re: Health & Safety. 

Learning the Tools, Materials and equipment needed. Learning the 

Techniques used in the trade. 

 

Tools, Materials, Equipment & Their Uses: 

Basic Vehicle Maintenance. 

Learning the Tools, Materials and equipment needed. 

Learning the Techniques used in the trade. Pupils will learn to be 

able to safely use appropriate materials and equipment. 

Construction Health & Safety, Tools, Materials, Equipment & their uses: 

Discussions and test re: Health & Safety. Learning the Tools, 

Materials and equipment needed. 

Tools, Materials, Equipment & Their Uses. Basic Vehicle 

Maintenance: 

Learning the Tools, Materials and equipment needed. Learning 



 

Learning the Techniques used in the trade. 

 

the Techniques used in the trade (V-shaped trough, Laying the 

first brick, stretcher bond, Jointing, etc.). 

 

Year 11: Autumn Term 1 

 

English Multicultural 20th century Core text: “Of Mice and Men” J 

Steinbeck: Reading, Character, setting and narrative sequence. 

Actions and consequences. Drama skills exploring 

character roles to gain greater understanding. Widening 

vocabulary – American terms and their meaning. Context 

historically: America during the Wall St crash and great 

depression. Migration and poverty. Reading assessment – Was 

Curley’s wife a victim or did she deserve what 

happened to her? Speaking and Listening: Did Lennie have to 

die? 

Writing assessment: (Use the S&L assessment to analyse the 

factors which contributed to the death of Lennie.) 

AQA Paper 2 GCSE and ENTRY LEVEL coursework.  Syllabus 

coverage for EL and practice questions prior to the Topic Tests 

and Assessments.  

 

Paper B Non-Fiction; 20th century non-fiction sources. Inference 

and deduction.  Reading to extract precise information.   

Structural features. Analysing the effect of language. 

Thematic extracts: travel, the environment, poverty, cycling, 

Victorian shops, crime and punishment. 

Coverage of 19th,20th and 21st century texts. 

Revision for the January mocks. 

 

Maths Number: Foundation – Directed number Basic number skills 

addition subtraction multiplication and division of integers and 

decimals.  Higher – Directed number Basic number skills addition 

subtraction multiplication and division of integers and decimals. 

Multiples factors and primes. 

Statistics:  Averages, Discrete & grouped data, comparisons. 

Collecting, Interpreting & Representing data. 

Number: Properties of number, Squares, cubes, roots and 

powers, Standard form, Inequalities, Special sequences, 

Calculator skills, Estimation, approximation & Rounding. 

Trigonometry. 

Science Physics: P5 Electricity in the home: Alternating currents; Cables 

and plugs; Power and potential difference; electrical currents 

and energy transfer; appliances and efficiency. 

P6 - Molecules and matter; Density; States of matter; Changes of 

state; Internal energy; Specific latent heat; Gas pressure and 

temperature. P7 - Radioactivity: Atoms and radiation; the 

discovery of the nucleus; Changes in the nucleus; More about 

alpha, beta and gamma radiation; Activity and the half-life. 

Physics: P8 Forces in balance: Vectors and scalers; Forces 

between objects; Resultant forces; Centre of mass; The 

parallelogram of forces; Resolution of forces; 

P9 Motion: Speed and distance-time graphs; Velocity and 

acceleration; More about velocity-time graphs; Analysing 

motion graphs. Looking at Paper 1, 2 and required practical’s 

Linking ELC modules: Examination techniques and methods of 

revision using past papers and mark schemes. 

DT Manufacturing to quality control standards: GCSE questions. 

Develop and use design briefs, detailed specification and 

criteria. Consider issues that affect their planning [for example, 

the needs and values of a range of users; moral, economic, 

social, cultural and environmental considerations; produce 

maintenance; safety; the degree of accuracy needed in 

production]. 

Furniture project: Produce and use detailed working 

schedules, setting realistic deadlines and identifying 

critical points. Match materials and components with tools, 

equipment and processes, taking account of critical 

dimensions and tolerances when deciding how to 

manufacture the product. 

Food Tech Food Choices and NEA 2 mini task: To compare different Food Provenance Revision and Mock exam 2: To discuss food 



 

international cuisines. To sensory evaluate products. To identify 

food labelling. To discuss factors that affect food choices. 

To complete a project using a brief provided. 

and the environment. To revise using revision resources 

provided. To complete and exam paper under exam 

conditions. 

PE Athletic Activities & Striking Games: In athletic activities 

understanding the role of personal best. How to record 

information relating to a task. 

Net Games & Personal Fitness: Revisit hand and eye skills from 

a previous term. Revisit some aspects of personal fitness work 

from a previous term. 

Level one 
Hospitality 

Pupils will gain an understanding of the range and purpose of 

catering and the importance of food safety. They will identify 

the range and purpose of catering.  

They will understand the importance of food safety in 

catering. They will demonstrate personal hygiene. Pupils will 

understand the key areas of food hazards and be able to 

describe procedures to minimise risks. 

PSHE/RSH Managing Own Money Pathway Unit 

 

Learning About Workplaces Pathway Unit and Preparing for 

Work Experience Pathway Unit. 

Managing Own Money Pathway Unit 

 

Learning About Workplaces Pathway Unit and Preparing for 

Work Experience Pathway Unit. 

RE Important ceremonies in life and death – religion 1 

Pathway Unit. Give reasons why religious ceremonies are 

important to a believer. Give reasons why non-believers also 

take part in these ceremonies. Outline features of religious 

ceremonies Outline the main people involved in religious 

ceremonies. Give reasons why religious ceremonies take place. 

Outline the religious significance of the features involved in 

religious ceremonies. 

Important ceremonies in life and death – religion 2 

Pathway Unit. Give reasons why religious ceremonies are 

important to a believer. Give reasons why non-believers also 

take part in these ceremonies. Outline features of religious 

ceremonies Outline the main people involved in religious 

ceremonies. Give reasons why religious ceremonies take 

place. Outline the religious significance of the features 

involved in religious ceremonies. 



 
 


